BI consulting for
your project
Achieve your targets. Agile and smart.

Your
benefits
Integrated BI consulting and
implementation combined in an
agile process model
Transparent costs and defined
scope of services
Quick start and low investment
costs
Consulting services supported by
an efficient, customizable and
field-proven BI analysis platform
Access to know-how and experience
of the entire consulting team

Business Intelligence
In almost all industries, competitive
situations are becoming more dynamic and thus demand evidencebased decisions—this is how opportunities and potentials are uncovered,
and it is possible to react accordingly.
Purposeful and structured data analyses and evaluations are essential,
especially for business-critical decisions. A SMART analytics strategy is
the basis for successful transformation processes.

At the beginning of a sprint (“LAUNCH”), the purpose of the
analysis and the overarching targets are defined together
with the stakeholders and, moreover, the alignment to the
corporate strategy is ensured. A suitable Business Intelligence
strategy is defined, whereby you benefit from the practical
expertise of our BI consultants. During interactive workshops,
targets and the corresponding schedule are determined.
In the implementation phases (“RUN”), we set up the technical
infrastructure with you, integrate and refine your company
data and use this data in BI models. Afterwards, our BI
consultants work with you to create interactive dashboards
and reports that are oriented towards your target groups.
Performing iterative sprints, analysis parameters are checked
and adjusted if necessary.
The evaluation phases (“COOLDOWN”) are used to critically
examine the predefined objectives to determine whether the
data models are suitable for the requirements. All steps take
place in cooperation with you so that later adjustments can
be implemented independently.
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From choosing BI
strategy and appropriate technologies
to setting SMART
goals

Transfer and integration of relevant
data to build a “data
factory” for all data
sources

Design and creation
of BI models based on
Microsoft®’s analytics
technologies

Customized presentation of your models as
dashboards, reports
and in other output
formats

Agile project
implementation
and continuous
development of
your business
intelligence solution

Agile sprints for
maximum flexibility

In addition to individual consulting and transparent planning, we also support
you in the actual implementation of your customized BI solution. In an agile
project environment, regular evaluation, feedback and implementation loops
take place in combination so that you create optimal benefit from your data
analyses.
Thanks to the flexible BI platform based on the market leader Microsoft® and
our intuitive modeling software, the agile sprints are supported in the best
possible way. With this software infrastructure and the know-how gained, you
can further develop your BI solution independently and flexibly at any time.

About OMNINET

Contact

OMNINET is certified to ISO standard and has been delivering
certified and award-winning software products for 25 years
—100% made in Germany. OMNITRACKER is the industry-independent software solution for an ITIL®4- and GDPR-compliant
implementation of individual digitization strategies.

OMNINET Software-, System- und
Projektmanagementtechnik GmbH
Dr.-Otto-Leich-Straße 3
90542 Eckental
+49 (9126) 25 979-0
sales@omninet.de
www.omnitracker.com
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OMNINET, headquartered in Eckental near Nuremberg,
Germany, and with other national branches and international
subsidiaries, is one of the market leaders in the field of business
process software, especially in the field of IT and enterprise
service management. The product portfolio ranges from a highly
flexible platform for the digitization and automation of business processes to BI tools and cloud-based service management solutions.
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